
 
Review 1 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2017-07-28   
Following a comprehensive evaluation of my dental state which was very poor in terms 
of health, function, and aesthetics (I am 64), Dr. Keith Progebin developed a detailed 
prosthodontic treatment plan requiring many months of careful, step-by-step staging to 
ensure the best chances of success for full restoration. Having just completed my 
treatment plan, I could not be happier with the result. Dental health, full functionality, 
and an optimal aesthetic outcome were all achieved. My implant-supported crowns look 
and feel like natural teeth. Dr. Progebin's many years of experience, commitment to 
excellence, and genuine care for his patients are truly remarkable. His staff, both 
administrative and clinical, were likewise outstanding. He and they have my enduring 
gratitude and highest recommendation.                                                                      
About Front Desk: Like Dr. Progebin's clinical support technicians, the front desk staff 
are outstanding. Stefanie, Mike, and Samantha are unfailingly welcoming, cordial, and 
efficient in scheduling appointments, responding to inquiries, and in conducting next-day 
follow-up checks after treatment. Five stars! 
About Hygienist: As noted above, Dr. Progebin's clinical staff are extremely 
knowledgeable and skilled. At every one of my many appointments Darlene and Wanda 
were fully prepared for my visit: charts and instruments carefully laid out, able to answer 
any questions I had, and masterful in the assistance they provided to Dr. Progebin 
during procedures. True professionals, they provided me with excellent clinical attention 
and care.                        

Review 2 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2016-11-13   
Dr. Progebin is the best. A perfectionist, he does amazing work. Other specialists 
who've seen his work on me -- e.g., an oral surgeon and an endodontist -- have 
expressed admiration. Dr. Progebin is also pleasant and his office and staff are very 
nice. 
About Hygienist: Denise is great and does great work. I'm also deeply indebted to her: 
She detected, at a routine cleaning, a very small cancer on my lower lip, and the early 
detection therefor allowed easy treatment by a dermatologist.           
My Experience: Full Mouth Reconstruction                                                                        

Review 3 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2016-03-14   
Dr. Progebin is by far the best dentist I have ever experienced. You can tell he truly 
cares for his patients and only wants the best outcome possible. He goes above and 
beyond to stay in touch with me, as I am a past patient that has moved away. He fits me 
into his very busy schedule to check on my tooth when I am in town and make sure that 
I'm still getting the best quality of care possible. 
My Experience: Exam & Consultation, X-Rays                    

Review 4 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2016-03-03                
I have had multiple treatments performed by Dr. Progebin and his talented staff, 
including simple cleanings, fillings, night guards, and crowns. The quality of the service 
that I received has consistently been outstanding. The staff are highly trained and 
pleasant. The cost is fair and reasonable given the high quality. I recommend Dr. 
Progebin and his practice without reservation for your dental needs.          
My Experience: Crown                                                                                                      



Review 5 by Sandra      Stars: 5.0 on 2016-02-22   
Dr. Progebin has been the best dentist I have had. He patiently and with empathy has 
helped me to get over my terribly phobia regarding injections and dentists, and although 
I still have some work to do in this area, I can say that I have reached 80% of getting rid 
of this phobia. And all thanks to Dr. Progebin. He is caring, kind and patient and 
excellent in his knowledge of his field. I am very lucky to be a patient of Dr. Progebin. 
About Front Desk: Excellent and extremely courteous and patient. They are always 
ready to help and make things easy for the patient. Dr, Probegin should be proud to 
have them as part of his team! And a big congratulations for Wanda and Darleen as 
well!                 
About Hygienist: Denise is amazing. So patient and kind and always in tune of what I 
need. She is thorough and gentle and her work is outstanding!                              
My Experience: Crown                       

Review 6 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2016-02-15   
This was a great experience. Dr. Progebin really turned around a situation that had 
been bad for years. Very happy with results, and would recommend to anyone. 
 
Review 7 by CIV      Stars: 5.0 on 2015-09-15  
This review is long overdue. Our family has being seeing Dr. Progebin for almost 10 
years now, and simply put he is the best of the best. While his expertise is well known 
amongst his peers (to include MDs), more importantly he is ALL about his patients. You 
will not find anyone more dedicated to his patient's welfare than Dr. Progebin. His 
passion for his work is off the chart, and his encouraging attitude is infectious. To say he 
is high energy, positive and friendly is somehow selling him short. I would never have 
believed that our family would have looked forward to going to the dentist until we found 
Dr. Progebin. No matter how simple or complicated your family dental care is, Dr. 
Progebin will work with you to develop a plan that works for you and your family. While 
he is all about your overall health, he is also very sensitive to the cost of healthcare. As 
such he will never recommend anything that isn't in the best interest of your families 
health; further, he is masterful in his ability to keep costs as low as possible. Lastly, his 
practice is ultimately so well respected because he has assembled an outstanding team 
of professionals around him. 
About Front Desk: 5 stars - Stefanie and her team are wonderful to work with.      
About Hygienist: 5 stars - Kimberly is amazing, patient and gentle!              

Review 8 by Eliza      Stars: 5.0 on 2015-07-06  
regular care and a program of reconstruction over the past years to help my teeth 
survive old woes. these programs cannot be inexpensive for so much work is involved. 
but dr. Progebin is a superb technician and a brilliant engineer and artist. he is an 
extraordinarily accomplished person in so many ways. he has amazing skills, many of 
them human.             
About Front Desk: helpful and humorous sympathetic 5 stars          
About Hygienist: always wonderful and caring 5 stars                                         
My Experience: Dental Implants                     
 
 



Review 9 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2015-04-17  
I required a full set of implants and associated orthodontia (from a cooperating 
orthodontist). Work worth my prior prosthodontist was proceeding glacially. Dr. Progebin 
took the case over and did an outstanding job. The work was finished efficiently and the 
results are flawless.                          
My Experience: Dental Implants         
 
Review 10 by anjalireed      Stars: 5.0 on 2015-03-17   
I got a night guard! :D It was stiff but they modified it to fit nicely and securely and 
molded it a bit more. And they gave me care instructions. And they have bottled water in 
the lobby you can take 1 with you as you run to the metro! 
About Front Desk: great. 
My Experience: Bite / TMJ 
 
Review 11 by paula      Stars: 5.0 on 2015-03-15   
Dr. Progebin is an outstanding prosthodontist. He is extremely smart and highly skilled, 
uses cutting edge practices and technology, delivers superb results, and is an absolute 
pleasure to work with. He loves what he does and it shows. When I met Dr. Progebin for 
the first time, I was frightened and traumatized. Another dentist had convinced me to do 
“implants in a day”; after two months the implants failed and caused substantial bone 
loss. In short, a dental disaster. Dr. Progebin was honest, forthright and reassuring that 
he could fix my smile. He quarterbacked the entire treatment program referring me to an 
equally outstanding oral surgeon for multiple surgeries and implant placement—they 
worked together seamlessly. Once the implants were healed, Dr. Progebin fabricated 
the teeth methodically and meticulously. Never once did I experience pain or discomfort 
in his office or at home. The final result is simply superb—far exceeding my 
expectations of what might be possible. His leadership, kindness and great sense of 
humor did wonders for calming me down and were instrumental in moving me forward 
from my previous dental disaster. Dr. Progebin and his team are superstars! 
About Front Desk: Dr. Progebin's office runs very efficiently, and his team is highly 
competent, kind, friendly and responsive. Gen is fabulous! She was a great help to me 
in providing documentation for my insurance company as well as moral support to get 
me thru this complicated restoration.            
About Hygienist: Denise is an excellent hygienist. She is meticulous and thorough yet 
very gentle so my cleanings are pain free. Because of her I am no longer fearful about 
having my teeth cleaned. In addition, she provides great advice on products etc for 
home care. She is such a pleasure to work with!            
My Experience: Dental Implants                   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 12 by ads58      Stars: 5.0 on 2014-08-28  
When I first came to Dr. Progebin, I really didn't think that much could be done for me--
as a result of an implant placed too early in life, I had significant bone loss and gum 
recession, plus a significantly slanted and in some places, crooked smile. Dr. Progebin 
designed a plan and assembled an incredible team of specialists to fix this complicated 
problem. It would take months of orthodontics, multiple oral surgeries, and several 
months of cosmetic dentistry, but I couldn't be happier with the results. It's even better 
than I could ever have hoped for. And for someone who for many years has gone to 
great lengths to hide her smile, it's nothing less than life-changing.  
About Front Desk: The entire front desk staff, especially Genevieve, went above and 
beyond, whether it was dealing with my insurance company or establishing a 
manageable payment plan.           
About Hygienist: Dr. Progebin's team of hygienists are thorough and amazing--I've 
referred my whole family!                    

Review 13 by Gail Babnew      Stars: 5.0 on2014-05-30  
Dr. Progebin did an exquisitely beautiful job with my permanent bridge. His thoughtful, 
analytical approach to this ten month, complicated process which involved gum surgery 
and a bone graft was well worth the time it took to complete. My smile is even better 
than it was with my natural front teeth. Every person in the office is highly professional, 
confident, and competent and I knew I was in the best of hands from my first 
consultation with Dr. Progebin.          
About Front Desk: Fabulous! Service above & beyond! 
About Hygienist: *****Five Stars, delicate & thorough!              

Review 14 by kw      Stars: 5.0 on 2014-02-04  
Dr. Progebin is AMAZING! He and his staff go out of their way to make sure patients are 
pleased. Dr. Progebin's attention to detail is impeccable and it shows. I can't stop 
smiling!!              
About Front Desk: The entire front desk staff is cheerful and attentive. Each visit is truly 
a joy.               
About Hygienist: Denise is AWESOME. Rather than dreading my cleaning 
appointments, I look forward to seeing Denise both personally and professionally. My 
teeth and gums have never been in better shape.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 15 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-08-24   
I had four crowns, one of which included an implant: One of the crowns was for an 
upper front tooth that had to be matched in color and translucency to the remaining 
natural front tooth. The work was beautiful. Keith Progebin and his lab are true artists 
practicing advanced science. Implant went well. Fit was perfect. Bite was perfect. The 
remaining crowns matched the teeth next to them, whether those teeth were crowns 
themselves or natural teeth. It is impossible to tell which is a crown and which is a 
natural tooth. Every step in the process was explained to my satisfaction. The office 
worked well as a team. Each was a professional in his/her own right. I felt from the 
minute I came in, until the minute I left, I was well cared for. These people know what 
they are doing. No pain; no discomfort; no adjustment period needed afterwards. I went 
right back to work after each of the appointments. There were three appointments in all.  
About Front Desk: Accommodated my schedule and were very good at reminding me of 
appointments (by email & phone). Treatment questions were promptly relayed to Dr. 
Progebin. They have handled all insurance claims for me, and followed up after my 
appointments to make sure I was okay.          
About Hygienist: Thorough, good touch. I had my teeth cleaned on the same day, right 
before the initial surgery for the crown work. It is no surprise that this young hygienist is 
one of the best in the business. She works for the best dentist I have ever had, and I 
have had a lot of dental work done over my lifetime.                 

Review 16 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-08-15  
Dr. Progebin created crowns for my two front teeth. These are tough teeth to crown and 
VERY visible, but Dr. Progebin did an amazing job. You will appreciate his attention to 
detail - you cannot tell the difference between my natural teeth and the crowns.The 
procedure took several months as I also needed gum restoration done, so I got to know 
Dr. Progebin and his staff very well. Everyone is extremely professional, friendly and 
knowledgeable. A special shout out to Wanda who kept me informed of the process and 
patiently answered all my questions. I would absolutely recommend Dr. Progebin to 
others.              
About Front Desk: Genevieve and the rest of the front desk staff are great to work with. 
They go the extra mile to accommodate you in the office, for scheduling appts and 
helping to submit insurance claim forms.         
About Hygienist: My hygienist is professional and gracious. She is very thorough and 
my teeth feel great and clean after I see her. 
 
Review 17 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-08-15   
Simply the best. I was seen on an emergency basis and was back to new with 1 hour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 18 by Matt      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-08-12  
Dr. Progebin's quality of work is absolutely exceptional! My orthodontist recommend him 
to me, and it was one of the best decisions I could have ever made. My canine teeth 
had been naturally mis-shaped to that of shark teeth, which caused noticeable gaps in 
my upper jaw. This made me feel highly self-conscious for years! Dr. Progebin was able 
to treat my canines with bonding technology that placed cement on my teeth to shape 
them perfectly. The results of Dr. Progebin's bonding treatment have given me the 
hollywood smile I've always wanted! He was also very friendly during the entire 
treatment process, and answered my questions patiently and professionally. Look no 
further for an extraordinary prosthodontist! 
About Front Desk: The front desk staff is so benevolent and accommodating! They 
always made it so easy working around my crazy work schedule - and also calmly 
answering any questions I had. Props to a fantastic team of professionals!              

Review 19 by patient      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-06-12  
Several family members directed me to Dr Progebin, and I couldn't be happier. The 
implant he designed to replace a rear tooth when I first saw him is still perfect, and he 
referred me to an excellent periodontist for the installation. (My previous dentist had 
tried for weeks to treat the underlying problem with antibiotics.) When I returned from a 
trip with a broken front tooth, he fit me in immediately, and made the damage invisible 
that day. Equally important, Dr. Progebin is a pleasure to deal with -- as is his entire 
staff. He's always cheerful, he's a good listener, and loves to answer questions. He tells 
you what needs to be done, but he doesn't nag. I'd happily recommend him to anyone. 
About Front Desk: The front desk staff couldn't be better. I get an instant greeting by 
name when I walk in, and check-out is very efficient. (I don't use insurance.) I've never 
had a scheduling problem or a long wait, and they're good about appointment 
reminders.             
About Hygienist: Denise and Kimberly are both outstanding -- thorough, professional, 
and wonderful personalities.                   

Review 20 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-05-12   
Dr. Progebin should bottle his success for exemplary customer service and dental care, 
a patient staff and a relaxing atmosphere and yes I really am a patient. He offers 
episodes of your favorite shows during procedures which helps provide a simply 
pleasant dental experience; this guy also know his stuff and is a renowned dentist. I am 
on a budget but have seen a remarkable improvement in my dental health since 
switching to Dr. Progebin. So worth the money , fast but efficient, no excessive waiting 
and absolutely great dental care.          
About Front Desk: Helpful , exceptionally polite service.  
About Hygienist: Five stars.                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 21 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-05-04   
After 30 yrs of poor to horrible dental work fr Arlington dentists, I miraculously found Dr. 
Progrebin. Over a 2 yr period, he and his team w/separate practices (Drs. Puterman 
and Zia) completely restored all my teeth. They literally changed my life (self image, 
dentist dread, and expensive needless procedures). About 6 mos later, I moved to 
Sarasota, Fl where I selected a highly reputable prosthodontist and periodontist for my 
dental maintenance. Not to be. My initial visits were to remedy a gum irritation, but I was 
told I needed gum surgery, a root canal and several new crowns. In a panic, I called Dr. 
Progrebin and flew to DC. In the meantime, he arranged immediate appts w/his team. 
Following each of their exams and consultation, Dr. Progrebin determined there was 
minor gum irritation (better flossing fr me) and absolutely no need for surgery and 
crowns. I can't explain what's going on in Sarasota dentistry, but I know now I will never 
see another dentist except Dr. Progrebin. My new beautiful teeth and peace of mind are 
worth the 3-4 flights a yr. Thank you Dr. Progrebin!!! 
About Front Desk: Genevieve was there for me from the very beginning. I've watched 
how she treats every single patient like they were "royalty". She is a true professional 
who has the utmost respect for Dr. Progrebin and his practice. There are not enough 
thank you's for Dr. Progrebin's front desk!         
About Hygienist: Wanda is unbelievably kind as well as professional. She has a 
presence that totally calms me down. She's the only person "in the world" who can get 
"tooth impressions" from me.  

Review 22 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-25  
Dr. Progebin is the very best -- he has done numerous work -- crowns, fillings, referrals. 
He is amazing -- great chair-side manner, listens to his patients and only performs work 
that needs to be done. He is not inexpensive, but I've never sought the lowest cost 
professional services. I HIGHLY recommend him -- this is the guy that teaches dentists 
how to manage complex dental issues. None better in DC or anywhere else.  
About Front Desk: the entire staff – Genevieve and everyone else -- are always 
genuine, friendly, and understanding.         
About Hygienist: Kimberley -- patient, careful, gentle, thorough.  

Review 23 by Ken      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-21  
exceptionally knowledgeable, friendly, highly skilled, good sense of humor 
About Front Desk: warm, friendly, professional            
About Hygienist: meticulous in her care and cleaning               

Review 24 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-20  
Dr Progebin's office is a group of wonderful professional and warm people.  
About Front Desk: 5 stars              
About Hygienist: 5 stars! Kimberley is attentive and thorough 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 25 by Rochdi      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-19   
This has been by far my most enjoyable dentist experience in decades. Dr. Progebin's 
professionalism and friendly personality would make any patient feel relaxed and 
confident about the success of any dental procedure. I would highly recommend him to 
anyone. 
About Front Desk: The people at the front desk are absolutely wonderful. They are so 
warm and friendly that I feel comfortable from the moment I set foot in the office. I am 
truly amazed by how consistently warm and welcoming they are.     
About Hygienist: They are absolutely amazing. Wonderful personalities, extremely kind, 
and very efficacious.  

Review 26 by Upstate Buddy      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-19  
Dr. Progebin changed my life. After years of neglect and fear of dentists, he outlined a 
treatment plan for me that has gotten me healthy and smiling again. His crowns, 
implants and bridges are superb. He treats them like pieces of art, and they are. His 
chairside manner is comforting and fun. I actually look forward to seeing him! In 
addition, his office is very comfortable and his staff and assistants are phenomenal and 
extremely helpful. I highly recommend him without any reservation at all! 
About Front Desk: Everyone at the front desk is phenomenal, but Genevieve is truly 
exceptional!             
About Hygienist: Denise is a great hygienist. She is very thorough and gentle, and has 
done a great job of getting my gums back in shape! 

Review 27 by mnemonic      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-16   
Prosthodontics based on dental implants. Positive results from choice of color and fit of 
prostheses mounted on implants. Great cosmetic and functional success. 
About Front Desk: Excellent 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 28 by Samir      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-16  
I have been to dentists all my life about correcting, fixing or maintaining my dental 
concerns. I have been exposed from minor to major pain or simply been ripped off. Dr. 
Progebin is the most professional and experienced prosthodontist I have encountered. I 
am of great health and would like to maintain that. Dr. Progebin has the knowledge and 
the patience to deal with my very sensitive issues. I have been pocked with needles and 
developed a fear from going to dentists. Since I have been going to Dr. Progebin I have 
never felt like that anymore....at times he jokes and says.. OK. you are done. You are 
now ready for this or that procedure and to my amazement, I ask are you serious ? 
have you already done this or that...?? He makes me comfortable with a Genuine smile, 
courteous approach and the Kindest discipline. I have watched him interacting with his 
staff, and on many occasions I wished my boss was with me to learn diplomacy and the 
care for patients His knowledge and his advise have given me more reason to believe in 
him and his team. He has put business aside when he is addressing health issues and 
that is more than anyone can ask for. I am very appreciative of all his efforts and would 
highly recommend 
About Front Desk: You will feel like a royalty entering or leaving the office. I have 
audited and trained people from all walks of life on great customer service. The staff at 
Dr. Progebin have surpassed my standards. Kudos to the leader     
About Hygienist: The Hygienists are wonderful. Very knowledgeable and most gentile. 
The recommendations and the care they give me have improved my smile and mostly 
my health. 

Review 29 by Brian B      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-15  
Best dentist I have ever had. Even though Dr. Progebin is not in my dental insurance 
plan, I go there anyway and pay what my insurance does not cover. He is that good.  
About Front Desk: Super nice, always helpful, and no hassles with scheduling 
appointments. A professional crew.          
About Hygienist: The three hygienists who have cleaned my teeth over the eight years I 
have seen Dr. Progebin have all been gentle, friendly, well mannered, and always 
thorough in their work. 

Review 30 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-11  
Dr. Progebin provides excellent care. He and his team provide caring, attentive services 
designed to treat the patient, not just the symptoms.  
About Front Desk: 5 stars           
About Hygienist: 5 stars 

Review 31 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-10  
I have been a patient of Dr. Progebin for 10 years and I cannot imagine going to a 
different dentist. He and his staff make a visit to the dentist as close to a pleasure as a 
dental visit can possibly be. They are skilled, friendly, caring, professional and patient-
centered. They also network with some of the best specialists around, such as oral 
surgeons and pediatric dentists. I cannot recommend them highly enough. 
 
 
 
 



Review 32 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-10  
Some of the treatments you will receive will be uncomfortable if you can feel pain, but 
he gives you a complement before he sticks it to you or yanks or cranks, etc. So far, the 
best dental specialist I've met in my life. 
About Front Desk: The army of insurance fighters are the best.     
About Hygienist: Denise is simply awesome. Good listener, good adviser, and most 
importantly, good hygienist. Good being the top review. 

Review 33 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-08  
Dr. Progebin did a complete lower bridge (including four dental implants) and a partial 
upper bridge. He does outstanding work and I recommend him unreserving for anyone 
who need more serious dental work done. On this particular visit, I was in for dental 
cleaning plus re-cementing of a bridge earlier installed by Dr.Progebin.  
 
Review 34 by Mary      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-05  
Dr. Progebin was recommended to me by another dentist "as the best in the business" 
many years ago when my mother was in need of extensive dental work. Upon meeting 
Dr. Progebin for the first time, I had the utmost confidence in his ability to treat my 
mother's dental needs and he did so excellently. Since then everyone in my family has 
become a client of Dr. Progebin's. He is an intelligent and very competent doctor who 
combines sound judgment with genuine compassion for his patients. He treats his 
patients as if they are family. I give my highest recommendation to Dr. Keith Progebin. 
You will receive superb care and tremendous value for your money. 
About Front Desk: The front desk staff is always warm, friendly and welcoming. 
Genevieve is also professional, well organized and competent. They will go out of their 
way to accommodate any needs/requests I may have and to make my visit easy, quick 
and comfortable. It is a true pleasure to work with this staff and to be in this attractive 
office.              
About Hygienist: I have never had a better hygienist than Denise. She is quite thorough, 
very careful and always gentle. She is experienced and well trained to spot any issues 
as she cleans your teeth. An added bonus is her ability to make your teeth their very 
whitest and brightest! I give Denise 5 stars. 

Review 35 by Angie      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-05  
Dr. Progebin is top-notch. No matter what the purpose of the visit, you know you're 
going to get excellent care with a caring attitude. I highly recommend him! 
About Front Desk: Always friendly and professional.       
About Hygienist: Kimberly is an excellent hygienist, from chair-side manner to cleaning.  

Review 36 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-05  
He is fantastic! I have recommended him to friends and family.  
About Front Desk: Wonderful          
About Hygienist: Kimberlee is a smooth operator.  

 
 
 
 



Review 37 by edward_002      Stars: 5.0 on2013-04-04  
Dr. Progebin is the absolute best amongst the best in the Mid-Atlantic region-bar none, 
a complete expert! He totally knows his craft and his technical skill is amazing to say the 
least. I came in with several missing teeth requiring implants and other major dental 
problems and Dr. Progebin had a customized treatment plan for me in the form of an 
outline in one week of my original visit! Also, to amplify his skill and expertise even 
further Dr. Progebin teaches classes in the field, attends seminars, lectures, writes 
papers and keeps current with all the latest innovations in the cosmetic dental/ implant/ 
Prosthodontist field. Furthermore, Dr. Progebin also has all of the latest technology 
available (for the best, most natural looking possible result). Another thing to consider is 
this other benefit; because Dr. Progebin is the best he also knows the very best in other 
dental fields. I actually came to Dr. Progebin as a referral. So, if other top dental 
professionals consider Dr. Progebin the best, you know that you are in the right place! 
This is definitely the doctor to go to! 
About Front Desk: Very kind and courteous!  

Review 38 by royal5      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-04-04  
Dr. Progebin is the only Doctor/Prosthodonists I have come to trust and I believe he has 
created a treatment plan specifically for me and one that will save my health, both 
dental and physical. He has sent me to the best of his colleagues for additional 
treatments, everyone one being kind and professional. I have terrible anxiety and fear of 
the dentist chair, I feel safe and cared for in his office! 
About Front Desk: Genivieve is are great, totally works with your schedule, lots of 
friendly reminders and no hassle appointment changes!      
About Hygienist: Both Denise and Kimberlee are excellent! My teeth and gums are in 
the best health ever thanks to their regular treatment and advice. 

Review 39 by Mike      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-30  
I had an almost complete set of dental implants several years ago. So far, everything is 
working beautifully. The process took a fair amount of time, but I was very much 
impressed with the care and the artistry involved (I don't thing it's going too far to 
describe Dr. Progebin as an artist). Everything was as easy, painless, and successful as 
I possibly could have wished for.  
About Front Desk: Everyone has been most pleasant and helpful. A really fine group. 
About Hygienist: My hygienist, Denise, is terrific. She does a great job and we have 
interesting conversations along the way. I tend to see her as a friend who also happens 
to be my dental hygienist. 

Review 40 by born2run      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-30  
Dr. Progebin and his team are the best! Very easy experience. No pain, ever!! 
About Front Desk: 5             
About Hygienist: 5 

 
 
 
 
 



Review 41 by Sam      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-28  
Keith has been my dentist for 24 years. His treatment and service are superb. His staff 
is uniformly excellent. Keith is highly competent, understanding, and keeps current on 
the latest techniques. He is a terrific dentist. 
About Front Desk: Genevieve is absolutely top notch, and all are friendly and helpful. 
About Hygienist: Kimberly is a fantastic hygienist. My teeth are uneven and difficult to 
clean. Kimberly's technique is wonderful; she is very gentle while doing a thorough job 
of cleaning and polishing. In addition, she is a genuinely nice person. 

Review 42 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-03-28  
I was referred to Dr. Progebin 18 yrs. ago when I was in need of a new crown on a front 
tooth.That crown is still in place,natural looking and very well matched to my 
surrounding teeth.I am one of those patients who was terrified of the dentist as a 
child,but I am always relaxed when having any work done by Dr. Progebin.The office 
staff has been great about working around my crazy flight attendant schedule. 
About Front Desk: 5stars           
About Hygienist: 5 stars for Denise! 

Review 43 by NondescriptUsername      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-28  
When I moved to the area a few years ago, I needed to find a dentist. A family member 
who works in the dental industry suggested Dr. Progebin. Simply put, Dr. Progebin is a 
professional of the highest level. He is also remarkably personable, and has a great 
rapport with his patients. Going over my dental history with him felt more like a 
conversation than anything clinical. Dentists I had seen previously were mostly cold, all 
business, and would lay a guilt trip on me if I had a cavity or any other issue. Dr. 
Progebin is the opposite. While he won't mince words, it's always clear that he's on your 
team and has your best interests in mind. I've always felt as though he is personally 
invested in the health of my teeth. I have the utmost confidence in Dr. Progebin, and 
would highly reccomend him to all of my family and friends. I believe he is the best at 
what he does. 
About Front Desk: The office staff is outstanding. I've never had any issues scheduling 
or rescheduling. They email confirmations and reminders leading up to the appointment, 
which is great for someone as forgetful as me. I've never had any issues with insurance, 
and they're always very helpful.          
About Hygienist: Denise is outstanding. Very friendly, works quickly, and has never 
been too rough. They have TVs mounted above each chair, and offer a variety of DVDs 
to watch during the cleaning. During my last visit, I completely forgot about it because I 
was having a great conversation with Denise (as much as that was possible, given the 
circumstances). 

Review 44 by Phoenix      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-27  
Recement crown and cleaning. Very professional but friendly Atmosphere.  
About Front Desk: Genevive is awesome. Dr. Progebin only hires the best. Everyone is 
very kind.              
About Hygienist: Kimberly is my hygienist She does an excellent job and so nice.  

 
 



Review 45 by NE B      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-26  
Dr. Progebin is the best I've ever been with. He is an artist and total pro. The work he 
did for me was flawless and I look forward to being his patient for years to come.  
About Front Desk: they are a great team         
About Hygienist: very clean  

Review 46 by Caitlin      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-20  
I received a crown from Dr. Progebin after another dentist essentially ruined my tooth 
from a root canal (the tooth turned yellow and he filed it down so much that it was 
incredibly weak). After several whitening treatments from another dentist who simply 
couldn't salvage the tooth or its color, he sent me to Dr. Progebin. Dr. Progebin provided 
me with a crown that perfectly matches the rest of my smile. No one knows that one of 
my front teeth isn't real, even though who inspect it (like my dad). I am extremely 
pleased with his work and I recommend him to everyone. I also now get my teeth 
cleaned there. 
About Front Desk: The entire staff at this office is so friendly and professional.    
About Hygienist: I have gone to both Kimberly and Denise for cleaning and they are are 
both excellent. They pay great attention to detail and offer me advice on ways to 
improve my teeth, which is most helpful. 

Review 47 by wimmie      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-16  
Dr. Progebin (by virtue of the fact that he is at the top of his field in expertise) should be 
by all accounts; most arrogant. He never learned that trait! He is the most lovable, kind 
and gentle FABULOUS, perfectionist practitioner you will ever meet. We are proud to be 
his patients.  
About Front Desk: Like good friends!         
About Hygienist: Denise Hake is the cream de le cream. LOVE HER! 

Review 48 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-03-15  
The commensurate professional and in my opinion a leader in his field. My teeth were 
not as healthy and as white until I became a patient of Dr. Progebin. You would not 
have guess my front tooth was an implant! I highly recommend Dr. Progebin to anyone 
who wants to have healthy teeth and a beautiful white smile!  
About Front Desk: Well manner front office staff. Always submits my dental insurance 
so that I can be reimbursed quickly. Five stars!        
About Hygienist: Excellent Hygienist. Very polite, thorough, and considerate. Always 
checks with you to make sure that there are no areas that are causing discomfort. 

Review 49 by Jan      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-15  
Dr. Progebin is exceptionally talented -- he does unbelieveably beautiful work -- and 
he's a nice person, too. I have lived many places, and had a lot of dental work done, but 
Dr. Progebin is in a class by himself. I'm very fortunate to be a patient. 
About Front Desk: Genevieve is extremely professional, efficient and personable. She 
consistently goes the extra mile to be helpful.        
About Hygienist: Denise is superb -- thorough and caring. 

 
 
 



Review 50 by Les      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-03-05  
Dr. Progebin is fabulous and his "bedside manner" is always professional, warm, and 
caring. 
About Front Desk: The Front Desk Staff is also excellent, extremely friendly, and warm. 
They may well be the best professional Front Desk staff I've ever seen, in any 
environment!             
About Hygienist: As much as I dislike teeth cleanings, I adore my hygienist. She's 
excellent, professional, and warm.  

Review 51 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2013-01-30  
I highly recommend Dr. Progebin for your dental care. I found Dr. Progebin when I was 
in desperate need of dental care, but unsatisfied with another dentist I had tried. Dr. 
Progebin co-ordinated care with an oral surgeon for me and followed through on my 
dental implant, providing me with a beautiful and well-fitting tooth. Dr. Progebin is very 
good at explaining what procedures are necessary and what is involved. He also works 
with the patient to be sure that the patient is on board with whatever treatment is 
suggested. He is extremely knowledgeable, competent, caring, trustworthy and will do 
the job right the first time! 
About Front Desk: They are on top of things always. Friendly, helpful, are great at 
paperwork and call regularly to remind me of my appointments. The office itself is clean 
and comfortable.            
About Hygienist: The hygienists are wonderful. I have been going to Denise for the last 
few years and she is fast, thorough, and fun. Having my teeth cleaned is like visiting 
with an old friend. She is also helpful in recommending little practices I can do at home 
to improve my oral health. 

Review 52 by BT      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-01-26  
Dr. P is the best! He is professional, on-time, well-informed. He performed an 
outstanding implant on my back molar. His work is painfree and outstanding. Definitely 
recommend Dr. P! The office is beautiful. 
About Front Desk: Very helpful with insurance information, good at following up for 
appointments and overall, very friendly and welcoming.       
About Hygienist: I go to both hygienists in his office. They are both friendly, professional 
and experienced. They are great. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 53 by LAM      Stars: 5.0 on 2013-01-07  
Dr. Progebin has helped me with general dental care as well as referring me for gum 
graft surgery, making a treatment plan for various dental issues, TMJ 
treatment/protection and also teeth whitening. He is simply the best dentist I have ever 
been to. A friend referred me to him not long after I first moved to Washington, and I 
have never had anything but an exceptional experience with his office in the 15 years 
since then. He has taken such good care of me that I have not needed any of the more 
involved treatments many people my age seem to be having. 
About Front Desk: I have had my share of run-ins with the front desk staff at every 
single one of my medical providers, even doctors I really love, EXCEPT for Dr. 
Progebin's staff. They are very professional and friendly, even when I've called to move 
an appointment for the fourth time. From beginning to end, I am always glad to be going 
to the dentist.             
About Hygienist: Dr. Progebin has the friendliest and nicest hygienists you can imagine. 
I have seen a few different ones over the years, and he has a real knack for hiring 
friendly and thorough people. It feels like going to visit with a friend while you just so 
happen to be getting your teeth cleaned at the same time. They do a really thorough 
job, too. 

Review 54 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-11-20  
Dr. Progebin is exceptionally competent and caring. I have been a patient for 15-20 
years and I have recommended my friends to him. I have had a number of routine and 
replacement procedures done. All results have been perfect the first time. I trust Dr. 
Progebin's advice and treatment without question. It is a great pleasure to have such a 
high level of confidence in a health services provider.  
About Hygienist: Denise has attended to my dental needs as long as she has been with 
Dr. Progebin. I will have no other. She too is exceptionally competent and fast. 

Review 55 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-11-19  
Dr. Progebin and has staff have done excellent work caring for my teeth for almost 20 
years. Dr. Progebin is caring, understanding, and builds a true doctor-patient 
relationship. Most importantly, he listens to what you, as a patient, have to say. He is 
also an amazingly talented dental professional! In addition to routine dental 
maintenance, Dr. Progebin has done several crowns for me over the years. Each time, 
he explained what he was going to do and, when applicable, what my options were. The 
crowns look great and have held up well. He has been available for out-of-office hour 
consultation by phone, and has cleard time for me in his schedule when a dental 
emergency has arisen. His office and facilities are clean, modern, and designed with an 
excellent patient experience in mind. 
About Hygienist: Denise has been my dental hygenist at Dr. Progebin's office for a 
number of years. She is a true professional who cares about her patients, and always 
has words of advice for better dental maintenance. She's also a great person! 

 
 
 
 
 



Review 56 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-11-13  
Dr. Progebin has been my dentist for 15 years. Simply put, he is awesome. Great 
dentist, great person, great practice. I cannot recommend him more highly. Incredibly 
knowledgeable and moreover, he does not perform unnecessary treatments. I cannot 
give Dr. Progebin a higher recommendation, he's the best. 
About Hygienist: Denise is a great Hyginist, along with Dr. Progebin, she is another 
great reason to visit this practice. 

Review 57 by snowball2606      Stars: 5.0 on2012-10-18  
I can't say enough great things about Dr. Progebin and his staff. I have had many 
different dental issues in the past and since I have been seeing Dr. Progebin, my smile 
looks fantastic and i'm no longer afraid to see a dentist. He is a wonderful man, very 
professional and gentle. This has been very important to me since I really dislike going 
to dentists because i'm afraid of pain. All of the work that he has done has been so 
beautiful that you can't tell which tooth was worked on because it is cosmetically perfect. 
Not only is Dr. Progebin great, his staff and office manager Genevieve are fantastic too. 
After every office procedure, they call you the next day to find out how you are feeling. 
Patient care here is very important. They will treat you with kid gloves, have no fear!! 
 
Review 58 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-10-11  
Dr. Progebin is the best. He is a superb and knowledgeable technician, understands 
cosmetic concerns and has a friendly manner. I really feel as though he is on my side. 
His staff is first-rate and very professional. He isn't inexpensive but you get what you 
pay for. I'd recommend him to anyone.  
 
Review 59 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-10-03   
Love Dr. Progebin and his staff! I have been a patient now for 4 years. I had an accident 
a few months ago and his staff got me in to see him right away - the care and concern 
was unbelievable and even got me an emergency appointment with a colleague who 
was a plastic surgeon that same day! They really care about their patients! 
 
Review 60 by Sarah      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-09-24  
Dr. Progebin is an excellent dentist. His office has great service and all the staff 
members are always very friendly and helpful. All of my appointments are on time and 
extremely thorough. I would recommend Dr. Progebin to anyone looking for a new 
dentist in the DC area- he is the best! 
 
Review 61 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-09-24  
He's absolutely excellent! Very professional and a nice person. The hygienist are very 
competent. He greatly improved the health of my teeth and gums and gave me a 
beautiful smile. I highly recommend him! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 62 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-09-22  
Dr. Progebin was highly recommended by my daughter's NYC dentist when we moved 
back to the Washington, DC area due to her special implant situation. Since then my 
spouse has received excellent treatment for her implants by the Dr., Progebin-Emery 
Team and now I and 4 other family members have Dr. Progebin as our family dentist. I 
wish we had met him many years ago since the quality of his dentistry far, far exceeds 
any other dentist i have experienced. His office staff and hygienists are extremely 
cordial and professional. 
About Hygienist: Both Denise and Kimberly are great. 

Review 63 by TCUJessica      Stars: 5.0 on2012-09-20  
I went to Dr. Progebin for a broken tooth. Being that my broken tooth was in the front of 
my smile it was a highly aesthetic case that involved orthodontists, as well as 
periodontist. Dr. Progebin created a beautiful, perfect crown that looks just like my 
original tooth. My experience with Dr. Progebin's office was Amazing!! I recommend him 
to all of my friends. From the ease of making appointments to actual environment of the 
office, to the quality of care I received I put Dr. Progebin and his team on high regards. 
On our first meeting, we went through my entire dental history, even dating back to high 
school, so that he could get a complete understanding of my total dental care in my 
lifetime, not just my immediate needs. Every time I saw him, he remembered who I was 
and what stage of the process we were in and just made me feel so comfortable. As I 
have continued with routine cleanings it's clear their care is above the rest. You are 
offered a list of tv shows to watch on a screen above your head while your teeth are 
being cleaned and it just removes you from the normal worries of a dental visit. The 
payment process was also very seamless & easy. I highly recommend Dr. Progebin for 
special dental work as well as routine visit 
About Hygienist: Kimberly is who cleans my teeth, it usually takes about 45 minutes and 
she is always so kind and sweet and very gentle in her cleanings. She checks to make 
sure I am doing alright and is very thorough.  

Review 64 by Bruxism      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-09-12  
My teeth are a disaster, and as a result I've seen dentists everywhere I've lived--LA, the 
Bay Area, New York, and DC. Keith Progebin is without question the best dentist I've 
ever had. He's also a great guy with a great staff. I recommend him to everyone. 
 
Review 65 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-08-30  
I've been with Dr. Progebin for 20 years. His work is exemplary, he is friendly, and is a 
top-notch practitioner.  
 
Review 66 by Kathryn      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-30  
I had my teeth cleaned yesterday. I have a small mouth and puffy gums, but Denise 
gave me a topical gel that helped with the pain. I always love going to Dr. Progebin 
because he very nice, funny, and caring like all of his staff. I highly recommend him. 
About Hygienist: Denise is awesome and knows her patients very well. She always asks 
about the important dental stuff along with asking about my own well-being. 

 
 



Review 67 by richmgray      Stars: 4.5 on 2012-08-25  
He has been working on getting my bite back to what it should be. He is like the 
quarterback, working with many different doctors: endodontist, oral surgeon and 
orthodontist, in coordinating the needed treatment for the correction of my bite. I am a 
little over half-way. He has been wonderful. He is sensitive to my needs and has been 
very good in communicating what is being done. Having had some really bad 
experiences with other dentists in the past, I am very much impressed with how much 
he really cares and the concern he has shown me. I highly recommend Dr. Progebin. 
About Hygienist: She was great!! Friendly and very thorough. Her name was Denise. My 
teeth have never felt cleaner.  

Review 68 by knaman      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-24  
I finally found the world's best and most perfect dentist. I have been looking for years 
and it was always the illusive search. Everyone in the office is so supportive, positive 
and engaged They work very hard to make every part of your experience as easy and 
painless as possible. The procedures I had done were periodontal cleaning, teeth 
cleening, filling of cavities and tooth whitening. Every one of the procedures was better 
than any I have ever experienced before. I highly recommend Dr. Keil Progebin and his 
team. I so wish I had met them long ago. 
 
Review 69 by Hillary      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-22  
I came into Dr Progebin's office with a true fear and dislike of dental work. I had some 
prior bad experiences with dentists. Fortunately I found Dr Progebin, Dr Puterman and 
Dr Pascal, who helped me overcome this as well as give me a beautiful smile. I am so 
thriled with the service, the technical expertise, and the staff that I literally can' give a 
higher reccomendation. They are all worth every penny.  
 
Review 70 by DCKoala      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-19  
Dr Progebin is an excellent dentist and a great guy. I have had a lot of dental work in 
the past few years and thankfully Dr Progebin and his team have been there to make 
things right and to do it in such a way that its as painless as possible. Since the day I 
first started to visit his office, I have always felt fully informed and given options 
whenever possible. In addition, he and his team went out of their way to accomodate 
me during a painful emergency situation where i needed some dental help prior to going 
on a long business trip. I can not say enough great things about Dr Progebin. If you are 
looking for an excellent Dentist in the Washington area - look no further and call him for 
an appointment.  
About Hygienist: Excellent team but my favorite is Denise. My smile is a little more 
sparkely because Denise is in my life!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 71 by BethV      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-17   
I've used Dr. Progebin for more than ten years and am grateful for the good care I 
receive every time I walk in his office. I had major dental issues when I first started with 
him and he laid out a plan to get all the work done that was efficient and cost effective. 
Dr. Progebin answers all questions thoroughly, his office has state of the art equipment 
and his staff is always responsive.          
About Hygienist: Kimberly and Denise are both great -- and being able to watch tv while 
having my teeth cleaned is a bonus. 
 
Review 72 by Manchu      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-15  
A first rate prosthodontist. Have referred several friends to him.  
 
Review 73 by stolzb      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-13  
My wife and I have been going to Dr. Progabin for the past 6 years and he is simply the 
best dentist I've found. He is both knowledgeable and has a great way with patients. My 
teeth are significantly healthier than they were before I started seeing him, and I know 
that I am in great hands with him on point.  
About Hygienist: Kimberlee. She is always happy and pleasant. They have a great 
range of DVDs to watch while your teeth get cleaned. I actually look forward to going to 
the dentist. 

Review 74 by nestornajwa      Stars: 5.0 on2012-08-13  
Dr Progebin has been my dentist for about 15 years. Prior to that time, I had visited a 
series of subpar dentists who were on my insurance plan. I could not eat anything hot, 
cold or chewy without major discomfort. On a friend's advice, I stopped trying to find a 
cheap dentist who accepted my lousy insurance and switched to Dr Progebin. I am very 
glad I did. Dr Progebin replaced a painful, leaky and ill-fitting crown and fitted me for a 
nighttime-use appliance which eliminated the discomfort caused by some poor 
orthodontia performed years earlier in New York. Dr Progebin's crown is still in perfect 
shape 15 years later and it feels like one of my natural teeth, and I still wear the night-
guard. The doctor also replaced some then-recent fillings that were extremely 
uncomfortable. After a few visits, I had healthy teeth for the first time in years. Despite 
my poor dental health at the time I met Dr Progebin, the corrective procedures were 
painless. Since then, I have visited Dr Progebin regularly, and my dental health has 
improved tremendously. The television and headphones available to patients during all 
procedures, including routine cleanings, are a nice touch. I would give my highest 
recommendation to Dr Progebin. 
About Hygienist: I have had frequent cleanings performed by several different hygenists 
in Dr Progebin's office and these procedures have been painless, relatively brief and, 
best of all, effective, as I have had only 2 cavities and no major dental issues arise since 
I began visiting that office 15 years ago. Again, I would give the office my highest 
possible recommendation.  

Review 75 by Lou      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-08-03  
Dr. Progebin has done crowns, implants, and bridges for me. He has also helped to 
correct my bite. The results are very impressive. He and his staff are throrough, 
attentive, and caring. I recommend him to anyone seeking quality care.  



Review 76 by fattony      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-07-29  
I have been a patient for at least 12 years. The practice is superb. Beautiful relaxing 
facility. The entire staff from front desk to technicians are warm and friendly. Dr. 
Progebin is a great guy who knows what he is doing. I could not ask for anything more. 
 
Review 77 by Rene      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-07-26   
Dr. Progebin is absolutely the best prosthodontist! He has given me a great teeth and 
beautiful smile. I had extremely difficult dental problems. Dr. Progebin designed a 
comprehensive restoration plan to treat my very complex dental needs and then 
successfully completed the work. The comprehensive restoration plan included oral 
surgeries, bone grafts, implants and crowns, plus correction of bite. The comprehensive 
treatment plan was implemented during last 2, 5 year in coordination with the top oral 
surgeon who performed oral surgeries and bone replacement grafts including use of 
dental stem cells to create new bone tissues in one place where severe bone loss 
occurred. Dr. Progebin encouraged me throughout the process and gave me confidence 
that the work would be worthwhile. It was long restoration process, but outcome is 
fantastic. I have now great teeth. They look and feel like my regular teeth. Dr. Progebin 
and his team performed excellent work. He is very professional, providing leadership 
and direction with a cutting edge practice. He is very detail oriented. A perfectionist with 
very friendly, warm supportive attitude. Everything is perfect in Dr. Progebin office. His 
dental technicians, hygienists, and front desk office staff are the best I have 
encountered, all very professional, supportive and cheerful. I highly recommend Dr. 
Progebin to everyone who needs complete dental restoration treatment or other 
treatment. He is the best !!!! 
 
Review 78 by Ironwood      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-07-26  
Excellent...the best choice for your teeth and peace of mind in the Washington DC 
region. 
 
Review 79 by teller      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-07-23  
Dr. Progebin has been my dentist for 18 years. Is there really any better testimonial to 
how excellent he and his staff are? All of them are thorough, honest, upbeat, respectful, 
and most of all--tremendously competent. Each member of the team--whether the office 
assistant, the hygienist, the surgical assistant, or the dentist himself--does superb work. 
High praise all around. 
About Hygienist: THE BEST. They do fantastic work with positive, supportive attitudes. 
Plus, the TV screen above their chairs are a great addition to make cleanings truly 
enjoyable. 

Review 80 by rcskin      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-07-22  
I have had several treatment with Dr. Progebin that would normally put me into a mild 
panic. He saved one tooth from having to be extracted after a route canal/ crown. 
Recently he bonded two front teeth and did a filling. Before I was referred to him (by a 
highly respected endodontist) it was at least 3 yrs. trying to find a dentist I trusted 
....even for simple cleaning. He is a great prosthodontist... I never worry about pain,or 
his treatment recommendation..I totally trust him! His front desk staff and hygienists are 
equally as professional and very pleasant....great office. 



Review 81 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-07-22   
Dr. Progebin coordinated my very involved and difficult case that kicked off in 2001 with 
a bone graft followed by implant surgery in 2003 and reconstructive dentistry for several 
years after that. Dr. Progebin is caring, committed to his profession and his patients, 
and outstanding at what he does. Without question, I recommend him.  
About Hygienist: Denise Hake is a fantastic hygenist. She is knowledgeable, 
professional, gentle and knows her craft. 

Review 82 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-07-09   
Dr. Progebin is very professional and gives thoughtful evaluations. He does not 
recommend procedures that aren't necessary. Office staff is lovely and helpful.  
 
Review 83 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-07-01  
Excellent results, very pleasant people, good service, high prices. 
About Hygienist: Denise Torres. I have been going to her for several years, with 
excellent results. Very pleasant. 

Review 84 by Beams      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-06-27  
Dr. Progebin is a truly exceptional professional. He has provided dental care for my wife 
and me since 1995. In every case we have been satisfied. His follow-up and concern for 
our well-being post treatment is caring and timely. We no longer reside in the DC area, 
but will travel as necessary to keep Dr. Progebin as our dentist. 
 
Review 85 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2012-06-26  
Dr. Progebin was recommended by my periodontist and my endodontist, who put their 
heads together to choose the best possible dentist for me; they have been right. He 
initially prepared an expensive, extensive plan that would take many months to 
complete, but after so many years of bad dental work, I appreciated the thorough 
evaluation and it has proven to be reliable: no work has been necessary during the 6 or 
7 years since. As others here say, his staff are friendly and professional.  
About Hygienist: Denise: thorough, smart, and fun to be with. 

Review 86 by MFG      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-06-25  
A welcoming office staff, a state of the art treatment facility, a great support staff, a 
caring doctor---these are characteristics inherent in this office. Dr. Progebin keeps up on 
all the latest treatment options, has a great chairside manner and clearly states your 
options. Patience and care are taken when dealing with questions patients have 
regarding treatment and timeline. My family has been seeing Dr Progebin for more more 
than 10 years with positive results. Highly recommend.  
About Hygienist: Love them! Easy and careful and thorough.  

Review 87 by WIlliam O      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-06-18  
Beyond thorough, Dr. Progebin is a perfectionist. If you want a practice that can take 
care of the majority of your dental needs, feel confident that you got the absolute best 
dental care available, and be assured that no unnecessary treatments were performed, 
this is where you need to go. Progebin rocks! 
 
 



Review 88 by Karen      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-06-16  
fixed front tooth chip beautifully and two fabulous implants with no pain, at least of any 
significance I especially appreciate his effort in finding future problems which is very 
important to me as I tarvel to some remote areas where dental help is unavailable. I 
often recommend him to others Denise, his hygienist, is also excellent. 
 
Review 89 by Katy      Stars: 5.0 on 2012-05-24  
He is the best of the best. I broke out my two front teeth at age seven and have 
experience multiple surgeries, root canals, and caps over the years. Finally lost one of 
the teeth and then experienced significant bone loss. Through grafts, and implants Dr. 
Progebin was able to restore my smile and correct past mistakes. He and his staff are 
caring, attentive, and committed to excellence. 
 
Review 90 by Smiling Patient  Stars: 5.0 on 2012-05-14  
The best of the best. Extensive, complicated and difficult restoration of existing crowns 
with new veneers - many implants and root canals involved. Terrific outcome. Dramatic 
cosmetic enhancement. Have since moved out of area, but still return to see Dr. 
Progebin when ANYTHING beyond a cleaning is required. Superb attitude. Most 
professional office and staff. Almost a joy to go to the dentist and certainly a pleasure to 
work with Dr. Progebin and his staff. 
 
Review 91 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2011-10-28  
I sustained an unlawful gunshot injury by a dc police officer to my mouth area blowing 
out five teeth and substantial bone area above the teeth. Dr Progebin was the first 
prosthodontist after many who said that this injury could be fixed with bone replacement 
and implants. After 17 months of surgeries and fittings my final implants were placed 
and they look phenominal. They look and feel exactly like my regular teeth before the 
injury. I see why he's the best prosthodontist in the DMV and maybe the US. I could not 
be more pleased with the work performed and the entire process was unbelievably 
painless.  
 
Review 92 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2011-09-23  
I had a terrible fall in 2007 and broke four of my teeth and my maxillary bone. Dr . 
Progebin and his team are some of the most competent people I have met. The front 
office staff is friendly and they get the work done. The Hygienists are gentle and yet 
thorough. They seem to enjoy their work and there is passion. Dr. Progebin gives you 
the sense that you are his only patient. I have high expectations. Dr. Progebin appears 
to meet them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 93 by Robbye      Stars: 5.0 on 2011-08-03  
I can't say enough about my wonderful experience w/ Dr. Progebin and his team. He 
calmed my serious emotional fears (fr well intentioned local dentists); then he applied 
his "Michaelangelo touch" to my really serious dental needs. After extensive evaluation, 
he crafted a detailed plan, w/my input, to reconstruct my bite and do some cosmetic 
work. This plan required his oversight/coordination w//other dentists to treat my gum 
disease, do implants, root canals, remove tori, etc. It was a torturous process for me to 
even anticipate, much less undergo, but I did it! His leadership of the "dental team" and 
his "genuiness" for my needs gave me a confidence and "calm" that I still marvel at. 
Sure his services are expensive, but after over 30 years of "less expensive" dental work 
from "highly recommended" dentists, whose work was literally falling apart in my mouth, 
"expense" becomes a very relative term. I've never been happier than with my beautiful 
teeth and smile. Oh - and his reception team and dental assistants "walk on water"!!!! 
There is not enough space for me to "sing the praises" of Genevieve and Wanda. I 
would recommend Dr. Progebin to anyone who wants their dental needs managed by 
the "best of the best".  
 
Review 94 by rns      Stars: 5.0 on 2011-07-28  
Dr. Progebin repaired my front tooth after an accident that caused loss of more than half 
the tooth. The job that Dr. Progebin did was amazing--the tooth is beautiful and no one 
is able to tell that it is a crown. It is a perfect , natural match and I have not had any 
problems with it since. The procedures I had were easy and painless and I have the 
utmost faith in trusting my teeth to Dr. Progebin. In addition, Dr. Progebin and his staff 
are very warm and he has an excellent chair-side manner. Although I am no longer in 
the area, I would travel back to DC to see Dr. Progebin in the event I need any 
reconstructive dentistry in the future. Dr. Progebin is a perfectionist and his work is 
impeccable. I highly recommend him. 
 
Review 95 by peaches      Stars: 5.0 on 2011-05-22  
I can truly say that Dr Progebin has given me something that I thought impossible to 
obtain--a beautiful, healthy smile. Over a three year period Dr Progebin worked with my 
periodontist providing implants, crowns and bridges. Having had extremely bad dental 
experiences in the past I came to the office very apprehensive and fearful. He displayed 
the highest professional skills and sensitivity to my anxiety that quickly built my trust in 
him as a competent and caring professional. He made me feel I had come to the the 
right person for care. His entire office staff was always professional and friendly. He is 
truly a professional on top of his game providing leadership and direction within a 
cutting edge practiace. I now have a beautiful, healthy smile and recommend Dr. 
Progebin to anyone looking for the best outcome possible.  
About Hygienist: Denise is my dental hygienest. She is competent, engaging and a joy 
to work with. 

 
 
 
 
 



Review 96 by Michael      Stars: 5.0 on 2011-04-13  
It's not enough simply to run a business successfully. In the world of health care, good 
business practices and good patient care do not necessarily go hand in hand. Based on 
my experiences over the past decade, Dr. Progebin puts his patients first...and the rest 
follows naturally. Simply put, I continue to be impressed. I've always perceived a real 
attention to detail, a genuine sense of being tuned in to the complete person in the 
chair. My teeth and gums have never been healthier in my life. But there's more. It's Dr. 
Progebin and his staff who originally diagnosed a pernicious medical condition in my 
mouth which was actually an indicator of a much larger syndrome that it turns out I 
have. He not only made the right first diagnosis to send me down the path toward 
answers, but really helped me figure out how I was going to manage the situation in 
terms of my teeth and gums. It's not a simple case, but he and his team rose to the 
challenge in style...and with a great sense of competence, including asking me to 
provide him the names of my other medical providers so we could all be on the same 
page. Typical in modern medicine? Nope...but Dr. Progebin is far from typical! The 
whole practice is superb. Bravo! 
About Hygienist: Denise: outstanding. Don't laugh: you CAN be an artist as a dental 
hygienist. I know...because Denise is that person. She brings the thing that people in 
just about all professions should bring if they want to be good: she brings interest and 
passion in her own field to the daily labors of her daily work! Never I thought I'd find 
such expertise and a positive experience going to get my teeth cleaned...but here's 
proof that sometimes you find brilliance where you least expect. (Great job, Denise!) 

Review 97 by Joel      Stars: 5.0 on 2011-02-15  
Dr. Progebin made me feel great, and look wonderful. He was a professional 
throughout. They explained each step of the process and I couldn't be happier. Not only 
did I get a great smile, but the funtionality is 100 percent. Dr. Progebin redid my 
complete set of upper teeth. I had very thin teeth and many broken/missing structures. 
He expertly took me from begining to end and the only pain was the anesthetic (who 
likes needles?). I strongly recommend him for anyone seeking major work. 
 
Review 98 by ira      Stars: 5.0 on 2010-12-23  
implants crowns bridges fillings Treatment very successful, no pain, great facilities, 
friendly and experienced staff. I would recommend this dentist to others but let them 
know that charges are high. 
About Hygienist: Used 2 different hygienists and they were both excellent. 

Review 99 by Frank G      Stars: 5.0 on 2010-12-01  
Dr. Progebin is fantastic. After years worrying about my teeth, I finally feel good about 
them. He is both kind and extremely professional. It's great to be in such good hands. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 100 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2010-11-30   
Dr. Progebin made me several implant-supported bridges and crowns. My family is 
genetically disposed towards certain dental problems; I needed extensive work. Pricing 
is fair -- not inexpensive, but excellent value and professional care for the money. The 
work was beautifully done; I experienced minimal discomfort throughout the several 
procedures. Dr. Progebin and his office staff (both administrative and dental) are always 
professional and couteous. I have the utmost confidence in Dr. Progebin and have 
recommended him to family members and close friends.  
 
Review 101 by Laura      Stars: 4.5 on 2010-11-27  
Since the beginning of my treatments (pre- and post implants, broken bridges and 
crowns, etc) I realized Dr.Progebin and his staff really know what they are doing. I had 
serious problems caused by bad prevention and worse treatments. Dr. Progebin had 
the patience and knowledge to find solutions to my dental problems, giving me options 
according to my budget. He explains carefully what is the nature of the problem, and a 
plan to get to the better solution. Always has a positive attitude, great sense of humor 
and makes time to help you in case of emergency. In my experience, he is the best 
dentist I had in the Washington metro area.  
 
Review 102 by Severina      Stars: 5.0 on 2010-06-16  
Excellent dentist and excellent results! Very skilled, patient, kind, considerate. 
Wonderful office staff. Highly recommend. 
 
Review 103 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2010-05-24  
Dr. Progebin is simply the best. He takes the time to make sure I know what he's going 
to do and pays close attention to how I'm feeling. He's also great at what he does. I've 
referred several friends and each had a great experience and is now seeing him 
regularly. The office is beautiful and the staff always friendly, courteous and 
professional. Dr. Progebin runs on time and has never kept me waiting beyond my 
appointment time.  
About Hygienist: I always get Denise and she's great. She cleans my teeth and gives 
me suggestions for reducing my sensitivity.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 104 by Monica      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-11-19  
All my life I have had problems with my teeth which eventually escalated to surgery and 
implants. Hence I have seen numerous specialists which pale in comparison to Dr. 
Progebin. Dr. Progebin gave me invaluable advice to where I should spend my money, 
what we should prioritize, and what choices I had. Dr. Progebin took into account my 
budget constraints and gave me a personalized treatment plan which put emphazis on 
not only giving me a beautiful smile, but more importantly making my teeth structuraly 
sound and healthy! Dr. Progebin's straight forward professionalism and his touch of 
humor put me at ease while he worked (sometimes for hours!) in my mouth! I trust Dr. 
Progebin's advice completly and although I will be moving to Japan at the end of the 
year I will be planning to come back to him for all my future treatments. I will not let 
another unethical, and less competent dentist work on my teeth! Another bonus is that 
as a busy mom I am always hurrying to pick up my small children and Dr. Progebin was 
always extremely mindful of ending on time. His staff as well, always polite and friendly 
to deal with. I am delighted to have finally found someone that can solve all my teeth 
issues and give me a healthy smile. 
 
Review 105 by Gerry      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-10-26  
Dr. Progebin is a dentist's dentist. I know because I am a dentist and have been seeking 
care at Dr. Progebin's office since my retirement from active duty in 2007. His office is 
state-of-the-art, his treatment approach is realistic, he stays current with new and 
innovative treatment procedures and materials, his technique is as good as mine 
(exceptional) and he is a great guy. He and his staff will put you at ease and you can 
rest assured that you are getting the best treatment and esthetics available.  
About Hygienist: The hygienists are excellent - very thorough. They will do everything 
they can to make the experience a good one - and your teeth will sparkle.  

Review 106 by kalncep      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-10-16  
He's the best. Period. Friendly, professional, and all about results. He never does work 
that doesn't need doing. What more could you want?  
 
Review 107 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2009-10-02  
I came to Dr. Progebin's office after years of dental issues. Dr. Progebin gave me a 
great plan highlighting what should be done, refered work to specialists when need be 
and assembled a team that was able to address all my issues- several root canals 
redone, crowns, one implant later, I can now say for the first time "my teeth are healthy!" 
What a relief! I cannot say how I happy I am. The office staff is also first rate- everyone 
is polite, smiling and a joy to be around. Another added bonus, Dr. Progebin is 
ALWAYS on time. I have never waited for him- that is a huge plus for busy 
professionals.  
About Hygienist: Hygienist Denise is WONDERFUL. She is detailed-oriented and does 
a great job.  

 
 
 
 



Review 108 by MED      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-09-30  
For years I have had issues with my teeth, having received a hairline fracture in my left 
jaw through a car accident when I was 18. As a result, every tooth on the upper and 
lower left side of my jaw has had a root canal and crown (at the minimum) up to an 
implant or bridge. Countless procedures and a myriad of issues left me distrusting and 
skeptical of most dentists. When I was ultimately referred to Dr. Progebin, he became 
the first person to integrate all of my dental care. He has performed and prescribed a 
number of treatments for me (listed above) and as a result I have enjoyed a relatively 
pain-free past couple of years. His skill and knowledge are exceptional. I would (and 
have) ranked him top rate. His demeanor, manner and attitude, most appreciated 
(especially recently as he took my current employment status into consideration with his 
billing). His staff, from receptionist, to accountant, to assistants are all friendly, 
knowledgeable and extremely professional. I would recommend them all to anyone. I 
appreciate receiving such good care.  
About Hygienist: Both hygienists at Dr. Progebin's office are top quality. Their skills 
combined with their gentle touch (not to mention the DVD's one may watch while the 
cleaning is taking place!) make for what could be a stressful situation, manageable! 

Review 109 by Moviestarteeth      Stars: 5.0 on2009-08-23 
Dr. Progebin completely rebuilt my top teeth. Had several implants and major, major 
reconstruction. It looks fantastic. Facilities are great, especially with lab in the office is 
quite helpful when he was to give feedback to the "artist" that makes the teeth. Staff is 
friendly. I would highly recommend Dr. Progebin. I now live in Florida and fly in several 
times a year to have my teeth cleaned & checked by him. Do not trust anyone else with 
his masterpiece. It was expensive but considering the work done and the fabulous 
results well worth it. Movie star teeth. Signed LH 
 
Review 110 by marilyn      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-08-15   
Having lost several teeth in childhood, I arrived in Dr Progebin's office early in his 
career. He did the best he could to maintain a mouth with failing teeth and poorly fitting 
bridge work. When the bridgework failed, Dr Progebin helped me through a temporary 
solution until I felt the time was right for implants. I had bone taken from my hip and 
added to my jaw, then had 8 post implanted. I am now 7 years post-implant and so far, I 
have not had any problems. The looks and bite of the teeth added trememdous value to 
my life. Through it all, Dr. Progebin and his staff were wonderful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 111 by Drew      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-07-16  
Keith Progebin has been my dentist for 20 years. During that time he has always 
provided the best possible professional care, including implants, crowns, bridges etc. I 
inherited terrible teeth and didn't take good care of them. Were it not for Dr. P I'm sure I 
would be toothless today. He is not only a good doctor, he is a gifted craftsman, indeed 
an artist of restoration and cosmetic dentistry. Keith has performed services above and 
beyond any standard of excellent care including taking care of dental emergencies while 
I was serving overseas, and replacing and repairing dental work mangled by foreign 
practicioners. In addition to his outstanding professional competence, Dr. Progebin has 
always been extremely empathetic, solicitous, personable, and supportive. His staff, 
hygenists, assistants, office folks etc. have always been, efficient, competent, and 
friendly. In short I would recommend Dr. Progebin most highly to anyone wishing the 
best possible dental service.  
 
Review 112 by rperlmutter      Stars: 5.0 on2009-07-08  
Dr. Progebin is really terrific. He diagnosed my condition quickly and efficiently, which 
was a vertical fracture of a tooth. He described several options. I chose an implant and 
crown. He suggested a periodontist to do the implant. He made and fit a temporary 
crown to cover extracted tooth and coordinated well with the periodontist. I am totally 
happy with every aspect of my treatment from Dr. Progebin from overall attitude to 
treatment explanation and execution. I look forward to completing the work. 
About Hygienist: The office staff was excellent.  

Review 113 by dentalpatient1234      Stars: 5.0on 2009-05-31  
Facilities are top notch. TV, magazines and bottled water in the waiting area. You can 
watch DVDs of your favorite show while in the chair. Service is excellent. Dr. Progebin, 
the hygenists and the administrative staff are all upbeat, willing to answer any questions 
and explain what is going on. I haven't had a cavity in the 15 years I have been going 
there. We did an implant that is a complete success. He is a bit pricey, but not any more 
than any other grade "A" dentist in downtown DC. But if you find another dentist and 
want to save a few dollars, be my guest. If necessary, I'd rather skip a couple of trips to 
Starbucks, or brown bag it to work once or twice, and get the superb dental care.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 114 by Bill      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-03-25  
The GOOD Great reputation for high quality. Fit me in next day when I broke a tooth 
and was in pain. Usually calls that evening after a filling. Maintains a lab in the back. 
Usually on-time. Upscale offices. Added DVD player with headphones to distract 
patients (or bring your own MP3 player as I used to). The NOT SO GOOD Very 
expensive. Almost always way over so-called reasonable and customary. Does not 
accept insurance but provides form to submit. After I purchased teeth whitening trays 
(very expensive), he commented next time on my teeth being a couple of shades lighter 
BUT I had not used it yet. The BAD He erred by leaving a filling too high and did not 
ackowledge his error. When the anesthetic wore off after receiving a new filling, I could 
not close my mouth comfortably. I could feel the new filling hitting the opposing 
tooth/filling. Later that evening I broke the opposing tooth/filling. When I spoke to him 
about this he said the upper filling was not the problem; the problem was that the lower 
filling was old and weak.  
About Hygienist: One is great. One is just fine. One was a bit rough. One was a trainee 
and I felt it. 

Review 115 by mdf      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-03-23  
I had tried one dentist after moving to the Washinton area. After his staff mixed up my 
chart, had major problems taking x-rays, and miscoded my teeth while cleaning, I was 
somewhat skeptical at meeting the doctor. Although he was pleasant and competent 
enough, he didn't seem to understand my concern for a particular tooth problem. When 
my problem turned into an emergency, I found Dr. Progebin through Dr. Oogle. The 
reviews convinced me to try him, and I was very pleased that I did. The office was 
clean, bright, and the staff was efficient. Dr. Progebin was upbeat, very skilled, and 
willing to listen to my concerns. He diagnosed my problem right away and made 
appointments for me with the specialists I needed. He recommended an excellent oral 
surgeon who was able to get me in quickly. Dr. Progebin then created temporary and 
permanent crowns for me; both felt just as natural as my other teeth. The best part of 
my care here was that I was able to trust Dr. Progebin's knowledge, skill, and dedication 
to doing a job completely and correctly the first time. His reassurance and explanations 
before and during procedures alleviated my usual worries about the quality of care.  
About Hygienist: Having moved a lot before settling in the area, I had skipped having 
my teeth cleaned for a while. The hygienists at this office were great. They were 
thorough but efficient. Didn't criticize but explained and encouraged better cleaning 
techniques. Also, the rooms are bright and cheerful.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 116 by wakidder      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-03-16  
I was referred to Dr. Progebin by a friend after I realized I had prolonged dental work for 
far to long not having had a dentist since relocating to DC. A simple cavity turned out to 
be quite a complicated case with a root canal and crown. Dr. Progebin was an excellent 
practitioner throughout my many subsequent visits and I plan to make his office my 
"dental home" for years to come. He is extremely personable and created a very inviting 
atmosphere for me as a new patient. The agenda was patient driven and he did not 
push unnecessary procedures on me as others had done in the past. Especially 
considering my status as a student, Dr. Progebin was extremely understanding and 
candid, revealing what work was necessary and the timeline it should be completed 
within. He went to great lengths to accommodate me and make his procedures 
something I could afford. He is beyond knowledgeable and certainly an expert not only 
in the DC area but nationally and internationally. As a future physician, I have trained 
extensively in how to effectively create the ideal doctor-patient relationship and I can 
say without reservation that he embodies all the qualities of the model health 
practitioner. He, along with his work, is just great! 
 
Review 117 by Ed      Stars: 5.0 on 2009-01-16  
I came to Dr. Progebin some 15 years ago with a great many old, large fillings. Over the 
years, a few of these teeth have fractured or broken. The office has always 
accomodated emergency visits for temporary crowns. The most recent broken tooth 
was quite jagged and irritated my tongue. The fit and smoothness of the temporary 
crown were so well executed that I was never aware of it. I have always appreciated Dr. 
Proebin's careful explanations of different options and the procedures he 
recommended. Although he does not participate in insurance plans, he explains the 
costs of each treatment and I have always felt that I was paying for excellent dental 
work.  
About Hygienist: I'm very grateful for Denise's care; in addition to my general dental 
maintenance, she rescued my gums. 

Review 118 by Caitlin      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-10-22  
I came to Dr. Progebin after one of my teeth turned yellow from a poorly done root 
canal. I had been seeing an endodontist who tried to bleach my teeth, however, when 
we had no success with that, he referred me to Dr. Progebin. My endodontist was afraid 
I woudln't even be able to hold a crown on the tooth because it was left so weak from 
my root canal, however, he assured me that if anyone could do it and match the color to 
my other teeth, it would be Dr. Progebin. I just received my permanent crown and it 
looks exactly like my other teeth. I have shown my friends and family and they can't 
even tell which is the fake tooth. I will be coming back to him in the future for teeth 
cleaning and future problems as well as referring him to everyone I know. 
About Hygienist: I have had a few of the hygienists for teeth cleanings as well as help 
with my crown. They are all wonderful! I have never had such thorough cleanings in my 
life! 

 
 
 



Review 119 by d      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-09-23  
There is no dentist better. I will come back to Washington to see Dr. Progebin even if I 
move out of the area. Extremely talented man. 
 
Review 120 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2008-09-15  
I have very complicated teeth... lots of implants, root canals and crowns. Until I became 
Dr. Progebin's patient, for years I had dental problems, aches all around my teeth, bad 
bites, etc. Within one year, Dr. Progebin identified all my problems. And under his 
management and treatment, I had 3 additional implants, a new 4-tooth bridge and 
several crown work. Unfortunately, some of these work entailed redoing the dental work 
that was done just 2 years ago by different dentist. I wish I knew Dr. Progebin earlier so 
that I didn't have to waste a lot of money. I now have well balanced bites, I don't wake 
up in the morning with aches all around my teeth, and my mouth has never felt this 
good for years. I think he is the best dentist I ever had and I am very grateful for his help 
and knowledge. In addition, Dr. Progebin is a very caring and cheerful person and he 
explains everything he does which makes me feel really comfortable. Dr. Progebin is an 
extremely knowledgeable, experienced and wonderful dentist. 
About Hygienist: All of the hygienists I had at Dr. Progebin's office have been very 
thorough and excellent. 

Review 121 by none      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-08-27  
Dr. Progebin is an absolute perfectionist! He is driven to be the best, to know more and 
to benefit his patients from this knowledge. He loves his specialty. Professionally he is 
meticulous and holds himself to the highest standards. He listens to what you want to 
achieve with your smile and then quietly advises you on what the options are while 
keeping in mind the best pathways to good dental health. He also makes the 
procedures as pain free as possible. When there is discomfort , he stops and is 
compassionate. He never makes you feel foolish about being frightened and in pain. He 
remembers who you are and what your work is all about. His manner of working with his 
staff is also courteous and appreciative. This is a telling point as I have been in some 
so- called superstar dentists in the DC/Maryland area who are arrogant and imperious 
with their staff and even with some of their patients. Dr. Progebin's referrals to other 
colleagues such as Dr. Ribera and Dr. Schneider have been excellent because Dr. P 
cares to make the best possible professional choices for you all the way. He cares. His 
office staff, including his wife Chris, another Chris and Genevieve all contribute to a 
feeling of being well cared for.  
 
Review 122 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2008-07-25  
I got a maryland bridge from him when I was 14 or so, and I'm almost 30 - and its still in 
perfect shape. He also filled a lot of cavities growing up (I wasnt the best tooth brusher) 
And now, he always compliments me when I have no cavities - a great motivation to 
keep up the good dental hygiene 
About Hygienist: The hygienists are all awesome. Bonus: you can watch TV shows 
while they clean your teeth. Its just great there. 

 
 



Review 123 by Robin      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-06-27  
I had a very complicated course of treatment requiring orthodontia, gum work, and jaw 
surgery before Dr. P began my crown work. He was involved during the entire process, 
working with the other specialists to assure the best result. So far, he has crowned my 
six top front teeth and my entire lower arch in stages. He is an absolute perfectionist, 
not settling for less than a perfect fit, superb color, natural look of the teeth, and my 
100% complete satisfaction. His technique is spot-on, and he teaches and lectures 
extensively to other practitioners. His front office and dental office staff are the best 
around. I always have adequate anesthesia and post-visit pain relief. His charges are 
high, but are on par with a high-end downtown dental office, and the "best of the best," 
a category he easily falls into. I would recommend him without hesitation. 
 
Review 124 by Wes      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-06-09  
Dr. Progebin was recommended to me because an old bridge failed and my usual 
dentist thought that I needed more specialized dental work. Dr. Progebin essentially 
designed a full lower-teeth bridge, which included 4 implants (done by a colleague of 
his). It was a wonderful job. Recently, he did the same treatment on most of the upper 
teeth after crowns began failing. He and a colleague reshaped the upper gums, then 
Progebin build a new bridge incorporating the roots and stumps of the original teeth. I 
am entirely satisfied with the final result.  
 
Review 125 by Jennifer      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-06-02   
Dr. Progebin is an incredible doctor. He was recommended to me after someone called 
me "very picky" about my doctors. I went to 3 dentists in the DC area with little success 
before I met Dr. Progebin. He is thorough, patient, highly skilled, and lights up the room 
when he enters. As I sit in the chair and watch my favorite sitcom on his video screen, I 
hardly remember I'm at the dentist. He performed my implant after two other doctors 
failed - before I saw Dr. Progebin, my jaw bone was wearing away from a faulty implant. 
He fixed the problem and I have had no loosening since - that was 16 years ago! He's 
the best and I would never go to anyone else. 
About Hygienist: Dr. Progebin's office staff have the same cheerful disposition as does 
he - very friendly and always helpful. Denise is a doll as she sweetly but firmly tells me 
to floss more. My teeth shine when I walk out the door. 

Review 126 by Julie      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-05-19  
Wonderful chair-side manner. Thoroughly explains what the problems are and offers 
various plans to remedy them. Does not pressure to undergo a complete makeover, but 
lets patient decide when, and if, to pursue the various options. The billing and 
appointment procedures are top-notch and have not had any problems with the 
insurance submissions. If questions do arise, they are very prompt in addressing them. 
About Hygienist: The hygienists I have had are also first-rate and very thorough as well 
as being very pleasant to deal with. 

 
 
 
 



Review 127 by D2      Stars: 5.0 on 2008-05-13  
Keith Progebin has been my primary dentist for over 10 years. His operation is 
outstanding. His team does my maintenance cleaning, whitening, broken teeth, fillings, 
gum disease and now Invisalign. They find my problems before they become serious, 
diagnose 'em immediately, prescribing everything from improved brush technique to 
dental potions to referrals to nutrition and exercise. Keith is a fanatic for the fast, elegant 
solution. Recently my lower front tooth was irritating the roof of my mouth. I was 
wondering Cancer? At a scheduled cleaning, Keith as usual inspected the final product, 
and when I explained my discomfort, he looked, diagnosed, fixed the problem on the 
spot and set me up with a referral for braces. He explained the problem was fixed, but 
would come back until my bite was corrected. Six weeks into the Invisalign treatment I 
broke a tooth. He had me in the next business day, explained it was a crown, not a 
tooth, probably caused by my shifting teeth, and it was probably better to wait until my 
bite was perfected before doing a permanent fix. I come in ten minutes early, and am 
generally in the chair five minutes early. Front desk gives me insurance papers filled out 
as I leave the appointment. 
About Hygienist: Denise is great. She works on the teeth, and when she doesn't like 
something, has a knowledge of what could be causing it that goes way beyond 
dentistry. Good golf tips, too. 

Review 128 by cwbrooks      Stars: 5.0 on2007-11-07  
I would give Dr. Pogrebin and his practice the highest recommendation. The crown 
done by Dr. Pogrebin when the entire bottom of my front tooth broke was an absolute 
triumph. I have had crowns done by other dentists, and nothing ever came close to this 
level. My periodontist, a perfectionist himself, was extremely imprssed at how natural it 
was. Every service I have received at Dr. Pogrebin's office--from new crowns to 
reattaching old ones to periodic cleanings--has been superb. 
 
Review 129 by BPThayer      Stars: 5.0 on2007-11-05  
I went to Dr. Progebin after an unsuccessful first attempt at implants which was both 
way over budget and time. Between him and Dr. Emery they completely restored my 
faith in the practice of dentistry. Both were very professional in their attitudes, and the 
quality of their care was first rate. They were on time and what they did worked!!! The 
staff was friendly, knowledgeable, and competent. If you are lucky enough to see him 
before you deal with someone else you will not only save plenty of money and time but 
have great success as well.. I would like to highly recommend both Dr. Progebin and 
Emery to anyone and especially the problem cases!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 130 by Joy      Stars: 5.0 on 2007-10-26  
Now that I've turned 65, I finally feel really, really alive! Thanks to the great Dr. 
Progebin, now where do I exactly begin? After having the last expensive bridge work 
last only 6 years, I had to find the best dentist to alleviate my fears that I didn't have to 
do it all over again in another few years. I looked in Checkbook Magazine for the very 
best dentist. That's how I found Dr. Keith Progebin, Prosthodontist, a dentist beyond 
par. I now have the smile of a movie star. And may I add to enleaven that I know these 
teeth will go with me when I go straight to heaven! Dr. Progebin's strategic plan for my 
mouth all worked out and all came about. After 17 months of seeing three other 
dentists, getting bone implants, x-rays, a root canal, spewing buckets of drool, and 
dental implants, I now have beautiful, exquisite teeth which don't need to be covered by 
a sheath. After 29 years of not wanting to smile, I thank God for Dr. Progebin for being 
the best by a mile! His team is superb, especially Wanda and Darlene. Thanks for never 
making me wait, therefore, never making me steam. I even liked the whole 
administrative staff -- even it cost me the price of a new Mercedes C-Class!  
 
Review 131 by paulbuck      Stars: 5.0 on 2007-10-02   
I visited Dr. Progebin three times. Once for an initial consult for my somewhat 
complicated case, once for an emergency fix on a chipped tooth (on which he did a 
great job), and finally to finalize my treatment plan. Unfortunately, I have had to move 
away from the DC area, but am considering returning to Dr. Progebin for this treatment. 
I have seen 10 different dentists over the years, and Dr. Progebin did the best job of 
explaining to me the nature of my teeth's problems, the possible solutions, and the pros 
and cons of each of those solutions (including cost). He was the first dentist to make me 
feel comfortable with my options and confident about the process.  
 
Review 132 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2007-08-13  
I am a walking mouth full of problems and have been for many years, root canals, large 
fillings, epicoectomies, implants - you name it I have had it done. I have lived in the 
Washington area for over 20 years and have seen many dentists/surgeons over the 
past several years but I cannot more highly recommend Dr. Progebin. Dr. Progebin is 
enthusiastic, professional, friendly, outgoing and conscientious in all he does. I recently 
had extensive procedures done with him and he had much to contend with in terms of 
past dental work not of his doing. I came through with teeth that are beautiful, a bite that 
works and teeth and gums in better shape than ever - all thanks to Dr. Progebin and his 
great team. Will I ever love going to the dentist? Will I ever not fear the needle coming 
at me? I am getting darn close thanks to team Progebin I almost look forward to going 
to the dentist! He is the best.  
 
Review 133 by Gwen      Stars: 5.0 on 2007-07-29  
It's a happy office. Staff is courteous, kind, respectful, easygoing Progebin has fun at 
work and shares that. His work is careful. He takes all the time a patient needs, not just 
doing the work but to discuss it and make the patient comfortable. He is very sensitive 
about preventing pain -- good with a needle, and does this funny little massage 
maneuver to improve its efficacy. Results are excellent.  
 



Review 134 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2007-07-20  
Dr. Progebin did an excellent job replacing my broken front tooth with an implant. He 
also has been my sole provider of dental health services for over 9 years -- and the 
quality of care always has been top-notch. In the past I have recommended Dr. 
Progebin to my friends and co-workers, and I am now more than happy to extend that 
endorsement to the users of this website! 
 
Review 135 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 4.5 on2007-05-15  
Dr. Progebin is friendly and he and his staff truly care about the health of your teeth. 
 
Review 136 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2007-04-18  
I have used a number of different dentists in the Washington Area over the years, but 
none is the equal of Dr. Progebin in skill, patient management and understanding. In my 
case, he functioned as the "Quarterback-in-Chief," and readily assembled all of the 
required dental resources, including services from other specialists, in order to return 
my dental situation back to complete health. He has elevated the practice of dentistry to 
an art form, and we are privileged to have him in Washington. After my "crown affair" is 
completed, I will entrust to him, and only him, the restoration of the esthetics of my 
smile. Also, I would be remiss if I did not mention his staff. To a person, they are 
friendly, competent and accommodating. and they get the insurance paper work right!!! I 
fly from Fort Lauderdale, Florida, specifically to see Dr. Progebin. His staff has always 
been willing to juggle schedules and appointments, in order to accommodate my travel 
plans. The atmosphere in the office seems pleasant and collegial. In short, Dr. Progebin 
and his staff are consummate professionals, and the only choice to consider if one 
wants the absolute best in professional denistry. (Enjoy the flat screen TV in the waiting 
room!)  
 
Review 137 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2007-03-27  
Dr. Progebin made three bridges to go on my original teeth and implants. His work is 
very close in appearance to my original teeth. Dr. Progebin and his staff are simply the 
greatest in every way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 138 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2007-03-07  
As a physician, I understand that customer service and cost are important elements but, 
ultimately, your health and the dental care recieved are the most important criteria in 
selecting a dentist. I went to an "in-network" practice and became the unfortunate victim 
of malpractice in the placement of a crown. I endured the pain of letting them try to fix 
their mistake for 3 weeks before deciding that I needed to see whoever was considered 
the best crown specialist (prosthodontist) in the area. I found Dr. Progebin's name on 
the Washingtonian 'Best Of" list and found the answer to my prayers. It took several 
visits with him and 2 other specialists (which he carefully coordinated) to treat my 
severe gum disease and to place a high-quality crown, but Dr. Progebin and his 
excellent staff provided the expert care that I needed. I am forever grateful. He has 
been my general dentist for 3 years now (I'll never go 'in-network' again!) and his 
incredible dental hygienist, Denise, has done a wonderful job in maintining my dental 
health and is the first hygienist to really teach me what I needed to know to keep my 
teeth in the best condition between cleanings. Dr. Progebin's top-notch, concierge-
quality practice is THE BEST! 
 
Review 139 by denmark-road      Stars: 5.0 on2007-03-06  
Have been a patient for over 10 years. First rate all the way and definitely one of the 
best when it comes to reducing patient stress and pain during procedures. 
 
Review 140 by klancep      Stars: 5.0 on 2007-03-01  
I've been treated by Dr. Progebin for over 10 years, since before he moved into his 
current luxury offices. He did a wonderful job on a cosmetic cap on my front teeth to 
cover an hole in the enamel from my childhood. The color match was perfect, with 
natural "flaws" introduced to make it impossible to detect. The work is still holding and 
perfect. The normal fillings and treatment are pain-free and routine. The office is run like 
a finely tuned machine, with pleasant and professional staff. I love my hygenist, who 
aside from giving my teeth and gums a solid workover, doesn't make me feel guilty 
about my flossing shortcomings! Dr. Progebin is always upbeat and friendly, and 
personally involved in each of my checkups. The office is beautiful. You can watch 
television while having your work done, which I choose not to do most of the time. The 
waiting room has a plasma TV showing news, free water, and a pleasant, stress free 
feeling. They don't take insurance, but always print out insurance forms for submittal to 
your carrier. Visit and try it. You won't be disappointed. 
 
Review 141 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2007-01-21  
Dr. Progebin (Keith) is a dedicated professional and sensitive to his patients' situations. 
I've had crowns and general dentistry work done. He performs at the highest level. I 
have been a patient of Keith's for nearly 10 years; he is a friend -- tell me how many 
patients can say they enjoy going to their dentist? He is the absolute best! 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 142 by mtazi_123      Stars: 5.0 on2006-12-17  
Dr. Progebin is very knowledgeable and honest. I had many dental problems when a 
friend recommended him. Dr. Progebin took the time to setup a treatment plan detailing 
the work and the order in which he will be performing it, as well as the costs associated 
with each treatment. He mailed it to me before I came for a visit and then explained 
everything in person. I thought that was very professional and showed his 
organizational skills to achieve the best result. The result of his work is phenomenal. His 
staff is professional and the office is welcoming and nice. If you are a discriminating 
patient demanding the best doctor and the best environment, then Dr. Progebin is the 
right person for you.  
 
Review 143 by levyk      Stars: 5.0 on 2006-12-14  
I cannot offer a higher recommendation. Dr. Progebin is a world-class prosthodontist, 
well-respected by his peers, and a man of high integrity. Five years ago, at age 31, 
Keith assembled a team to extract a failing front tooth (Dr. Shefferman) on which I had 
had a root canal 10 years earlier, impant a titanium rod (Dr. Emery), and fashion a 
crown (Dr. Progebin) for my upper front tooth. The 8-month process was a great 
cosmetic success and is as structurally sound as the original tooth. Progebin's is a high 
touch practice and he will provide you with the same care, attention, and results he 
would demand for his own children. [Thank You] 
 
Review 144 by John Hathcock      Stars: 5.0 on2006-12-09  
Dr. Progebin is a "miracle worker." I was 56 years old when he started my implant 
procedures, after having worn full dentures for 39 years. My upper and lower mandibles 
had eroded so much that bone grafts were required. After that was completed by an oral 
surgeon, Dr. Progebin had the knowledge, skill and esthetic judgement to place my 
implants so that my teeth and bite were in the right place in my face (all bony 
"landmarks" had long since eroded). So, what was the outcome? TOTAL, COMPLETE 
SUCCESS!!! On Dr. Progebin's advice, I selected the top of the line dentures that fitted 
metal to metal, with locks that I can easily open and close to allow cleaning. Now, after 
40 years, I had a real bite again. For example, apples are no problem. Now that my 
implants have been in place nearly 10 years, Dr. Progebin has continued my care with 
monitoring, cleaning and an occasional minor adjustment. It is very clear that my dental 
situation is stable. Fortunately, I am older that Dr. Progebin, so I do not have to worry 
about his retirement. If you have a complex dental problem, Dr. Progebin can do he 
nearly impossible. I am still amazed at my good fortune in finding him. His staff and 
office are excellent, also. 
 
Review 145 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-12-08  
INTEGRITY, THAT'S WHAT KEITH IS ALL ABOUT . WITH OTHERS, YOU PAY FOR 
SERVICE AND WITH THIS DOC YOU PAY FOR INTEGRITY..[.AS THAT ISN'T 
FOUND HERE IN D.C. VERY MUCH. ] HIS STAFF IS TERRIFIC AND THE ENTIRE 
OFFICE IS WELCOMING AND EFFICIENT. "CAN YOU ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE 
?"  
 
 
 



Review 146 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-11-17  
Dr. Progebin was recommended by the 'best of the best'. I have not been disappointed 
in any way. Keith and staff are totally professional and practice sound, modern dentistry. 
In addition, they are concerned, polite and patient people. If you are looking for top-
notch results and a pleasant experience, search no further. I have no reservations in 
recommending Dr. Progebin. 
 
Review 147 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-10-24  
Dr Progebin offers an amazing level of skill in the field of cosmetic dentistry, and his 
attention to detail and general care is highly recommended. I was very impressed with 
Dr Progebin's experience and knowledge, refined over many years of teaching and 
practice, all delivered with a very pleasant 'bed-side' manner. I have come in contact 
with many dentistry professionals over the years, both in the USA and Europe, and Dr 
Progebin is easily the most proficient (and friendliest) I have met. All in all, an excellent 
experience.  
 
Review 148 by Dixie      Stars: 5.0 on 2006-10-13  
Dr. Progebin is an excellent dentist -- and he really cares about his patients!!! I am 
having complete reconstructive work. He is an excellent technician, kind, caring, funny - 
makes sure you are comfortable in terms of not having any pain. I actually don't mind 
going to Dr. Progebin -- I have no anxiety. In addition to his excellent work -- he cares -- 
I used to be a great procrastinator and it has cost me losing teeth in the past because 
other dentists did not follow up and left it to me. Dr. P really cares -- he follows up 
constantly and makes sure my teeth are not in any danger of being lost. What more can 
you ask for? I wish I had found him sooner! 
 
Review 149 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-10-12  
If you are in the DC area and have dental problems, Dr. Progebin is the only way to go, 
case closed. Going to Dr. Progebin after seeing other dentists is like flying first class 
after a lifetime of flying coach. His work is impeccable, his knowledge of the latest 
technology is peerless, his staff is wonderful, his office is stylish, and his demeanor is 
perfect for the anxious patient. Before he went to work on my mouth, we actually had an 
appointment devoted solely to talking about the game plan. Can you imagine that--a 
doctor who actually makes time to TALK to you? He's the best. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 150 by Ken      Stars: 5.0 on 2006-10-12  
Keith LOVES what he does and that's the secret to his exceptional talent and skill. I've 
gone to him for years and couldn't be happier. He did a front implant that is better than 
the original tooth; it is indistinguishable from the natural teeth surrounding it. He's also 
done two crowns. His work is simply the best. He is a perfectionist, who keeps at it until 
he's completely satisfied with the outcome. He's called me at home over the weekend, 
to be sure that I was in no discomfort from a procedure--I wasn't. I almost look forward 
to an appointment so I can visit with Keith. He takes a sincere, personal interest in his 
patients. His staff has always been exceptionally helpful. The office is very pleasant and 
fashionable. You can even watch your favorite TV show during a cleaning--I 
recommend a drama rather than a comedy because its hard to laugh while the 
technician is scraping. Bottom line is that not only can't you go wrong, you just can't do 
any better at any price than Keith. 
 
Review 151 by Larry      Stars: 5.0 on 2006-10-10  
I have been a patient of Dr. Progebin's for five years now.I have had extensive work that 
involved an overdenture and individual crowns. The whole process took over two years 
to complete and Keith provided all the support and understanding necessary to see this 
process through....He understands the fears, doubts and anxieties that can occur during 
this transition, and did everything he could to accommodate my wife and I. He's a very 
special man , in addition to being the very best .....trust me. Larry Barrett Alexandria,Va. 
 
Review 152 by marvine      Stars: 5.0 on 2006-10-04   
I have been going to Dr. Progebin for 15 years. He is the cream of the crop of dentists -- 
a dentist's dentist -- and more importantly, a good person. His work is impeccable and 
he will make sure you are extremely comfortable. His hygienists are excellent, very 
pleasant and thorough. I have referred many people to him over the years and every 
one has become a regular patient. Other people have remarked that he is expensive, 
but he is not that much more expensive, if at all, on a procedure basis than other run-of-
the-mill dentists (dental care is just expensive). If you aren't concerned with the best 
care, you can save a couple of dollars. In the long-run, however, a talented dentist can 
save you money (and teeth) by using less extreme treatments. I believe Dr. Progebin 
has saved me thousands over the years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Review 153 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-10-02  
Dr. Progebin is the best Dentist ever! I have been searching for someone like Dr. 
Progebin since I was seventeen years old. I was sent to him by the greatest Endodontist 
,Dr Paula Russo. Along with Dr Georganne Apgar, Periodontist, these Artist are the 
'Hope Diamond' of the Dentistry world. I wasn't ready for dentures, so you bite the bullet 
(.not the docs finger ) and take out a loan. You want the best, you now got the best. It 's 
about your health, not the money. A year later, (afer thirteen root canals, (no pain) ;gum 
surgery (some discomfort during healing) and many hours looking into the Docs 
magnifying eyeglasses, I now have the most natural looking teeth. From the now 
healthy foundation to the procelain smile, they worked their magic. They have a passion 
for what they do. And it comes thru. I now love to smile and make other people smile. I 
used to have a recurring dream where my teeth fall out in tiny pellets. I haven't had that 
dream since. Some would call it a nightmare. As for the office assistants and his 
hygienists, they are their right hand. To me, they are my new family. I recently moved to 
Florida, but I still travel 4 times a year to see these dentists. That's how wonderful they 
are. 
 
Review 154 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-10-01  
In the past year, Dr Probegin has put two crowns in my mouth. I can honestly say, he 
makes visiting the dentist fun. He also does an excellent job. I have never met someone 
so enthusiastic about teeth! His concern and enthusiasm result in top quality service 
and making what could be an unpleasant experience really very comfortable and 
pleasant. I have been living in downtown Washington DC for over 18 years...tried 
several dentists...he is definitely THE BEST!  
 
Review 155 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-09-28  
I searched high and low for the best dentist in the city, and Dr. Progebin is it! He was 
able to salvage a tooth that another dentist had nearly destroyed and the crown he 
made for me passes for my own tooth. His office staff is incredibly friendly and helpful, I 
am never kept waiting, and the hygienists are stellar as well. Look no further - Dr 
Progebin is the only dentist or prosthodontist you'll ever need. 
 
Review 156 by chris      Stars: 5.0 on 2006-09-28  
Extremely attentive to detail. I had a front tooth knocked out in a soccer accident. Prior 
to Dr. Progebin's crown, the color was always a little off. He took great pains to match 
the texture, scale, etc. The surrounding veneers were made to look natural by imparting 
such details as grooves. I found Dr. Progebin very easy to work with; his approach is 
similar to that of a Bespoke Tailor. His work underscores the fine-line between 
excellence and perfection--perfect teeth look like dentures; real teeth look like a fine 
handmade suit. I don't fully understand why cost is even a component of this survey. I 
wouldn't accept any amount of money for someone to insert faux looking teeth; much 
less, pay someone to do so. This is as much art as science. How do you put a price on 
your smile? 
 
 
 
 



Review 157 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 5.0 on2006-09-15  
I was referred to Dr. Progebin for a tricky tooth crack I had in a molar by my regular 
dentist over 10 years ago. It was a mistake on my dentist's part because I never went 
back to her. He is by far the best dentist I've ever been to -- and I've had a lot of work 
done over the years with various dentists. Yes, his prices are high. But you really do get 
what you pay for. The quality of his work is exemplary and he will never talk you into a 
procedure you may want that he thinks you don't need. Staff is great. Facility is great. 
It's the only medical office I have ever been to where they are waiting for you when you 
arrive. I've never had to wait more than a few minutes. He's also a pal. He will ask in all 
sincerity how you're doing and he really wants to know. 
 
Review 158 by stillerfan      Stars: 4.5 on 2005-12-03  
Expensive but Well worth it. Service is excellent and scheduling in an emergency is 
always accommodated.  
 
Review 159 by Smiling Patient      Stars: 4.5 on2005-09-13  
Progebin is very pricey. That being said, I have been going there for several years and 
think its worth it. Only problem is that some of his staff are not up to the same level he 
is. 
 
Review 160 by Phoenix      Stars: 5.0 on 2005-04-22   
Dr. Progebin is a jewel. Very experienced, patient and skilled. You wont feel a thing! 
Very personable and professional. He's not cheap and does not accept insurance as 
payment but I have been a patient for at least 6 years so I would say he is worth it. He 
does not belong to any dental plans. His staff is very professional and friendly. 
 


